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The external electromagnetic field changes the
states of system. The zeroth, first and second or-
der corrections in wave function required for con-
ductivity and Hall mobility are listed. In general,
there are several types of processes contributing to
a given transport coefficient. In each type of trans-
port process, for a group of given electronic states,
the electronic and vibrational contributions are fac-
torized.
The vibrational degrees of freedom can be in-
tegrated out, and result in a time integral. The
time integrals depend on the electronic state, tem-
perature and the frequency of external field. The
time integrals for conductivity and Hall mobility
are given. The time integrals can be estimated by
asymptotic analysis. We sketch how to implement
the present results in ab initio code.
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1 State and the changes in state caused by exter-
nal field To compute the conductivity, one needs ψ(0)
and ψ(1), while to calculate Hall mobility one needs
ψ(0), ψ(1) and ψ(2), cf.[text, Eq.(17)]. As discussed in
Sec. 4, the lowest order self-consistent approximation
requires computing all these quantities to order S0
and S1.
1.1 Initial state is a localized state By the proce-
dure sketched in the end of Sec. 4, to first order in





































































To first order in external field, the change in state
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Because the carriers obey Fermi statistics, in Eqs.(1,2),
a factor 1− f (EA2) must be included before compo-
nent φA2 of the final state, factor 1− f (EB1) must be
inserted before component ξB1 of the final state.
The full expression for ψ(2) is too long to repro-
duce. Supposing there exist only localized states, to















































































































































































































































































































1.2 Initial state is extended state If the initial
state is |B · · · Nα · · · 〉, the state of system at time t





























































































































The last term is an order K2 contribution, and is use-
ful only to calculate conductivity from EE transition.
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To first order in the external field, the change in state
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In Eqs.(4,5), a factor [1− f (EA2)]must inserted before
component φA2 of the final state, a factor [1− f (EB1)]
must be included before component ξB1 of the final
state.
2 Sum over final phonon states and average over
initial phonon state For processes involving only J
and J′, one first calculates inner products to second
order in the static displacements (θA, θA1 , θA2 , θA3).
Then one multiplies the inner products, neglects the
terms of third and higher order in (θA, θA1 , θA2 , θA3)
and the terms which involve more than one phonon
changed in one mode. One can first compute the sum
over phonon final phonon states and average over
initial phonon for a single mode, and then multiply
all modes together.
For processes involving e-ph interaction K′ or











]. The sum over final phonon

































































pN′′α ,N′αgN′′α ,NαhN′α,Nα)]. (7)
In the first square bracket in Eq.(7), each term in the
denominator is a pure number (does not include Kro-
necker delta signs). One can expand each fraction into
a power series in the static displacements (θA, θA1 ,
θA2 , θA3), neglecting terms of third and higher order
in (θA, θA1 , θA2 , θA3) and the terms in which more
than one phonon changed in one mode. The remain-
ing calculation is straightforward.
Taking Fig.5(a) as example, according to the rule











































































A to second order in the origin shift
θAα , and using the orthogonality of harmonic oscilla-































A 〉 = ∏
α
gN′′α ,Nα , (11)
where
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Making use of Eqs.(7), (17) and (18), one reaches
Eq.(31).
To fulfil integrating out the vibrational degrees of
freedom, two approximations are involved[2]. When













〉 etc, we neglected (1) the
terms which are (θAα )
3 and higher order; and (2) the
terms in which two or more phonons are changed in
one mode. When temperature is close to the melting
point, the present results may be only qualitative.
3 Time integrals for conductivity































































2 + (θA3α − θ
A
α )







































































































cos(s− s′)ωα+ i sin(s− s
′)ωα]})
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2 + (θA2α − θ
A1
α )















































































2 + (θA1α )
































































































2 + (θA2α )
2 + (θAα )
2]
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2 + (θA2α )













































































































cos(s+ s′)ωα− i sin(s+ s
′)ωα]}.
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[sin(s− s′)ωα′ − sin sωα′ ]












cos sωα + i sin sωα]},



































































































































































































(cos s′ωα − i coth
βh¯ωα
2












































sin(s + s′)ωα′ − cos(s + s
′)ωα′)]}
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(cos sωα′ − i coth
βh¯ωα′
2















cos sωα − i sin sωα]}.
The time integral of Fig.9(c) is 0. The time integral of
Fig.9(d) is 0.






























cos s′ωα′ + i sin s
′ωα′).
adiabatic introduce interaction
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′ω1 sin s′ω =
∫ 0
−∞





















+−ω)− cos s′(ω1− i0
++ω)]
= −




i sin s′(ω1 − i0
+ +ω)
2(ω1− i0+ + ω)
+
cos s′(ω1 − i0
+ −ω)
2(ω1 − i0+ −ω)
+
i sin s′(ω1 − i0
+ −ω)
2(ω1− i0+ −ω)
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cos s′′ωα − i sin s
′′ωα].
4 Asymptotic calculation of the time integrals
To illustrate how to carry out time integrals, we take
Eq.(19) as an example. Extend the integrand to the














At one end point (0, 0) of the integral, the imaginary
part of Eq.(52) is zero. There are two paths on which
the imaginary part of Eq.(52) is also zero: (1) u = 0
and (2) v = βh¯/2. They are the steepest descent paths.
Because the integrand is analytic in the whole
complex−s plane, according to the Cauchy theorem,
we can deform the original contour C: (−∞, 0)→
(0, 0) to steepest descent path C1+C2+C3, where C1:
(−X, 0) → (−X, βh¯/2), C2: (−X, βh¯/2) → (0, βh¯/2),







































Because X is a large positive number, the phase of the
integrand changes sign wildly due to sinωαX, and
Eq.(53) is negligible.
Along C2, s = u + i
βh¯
2 , where u: −X → 0. Ex-




























The main contribution comes from the neighborhood
of u = 0. Expand cosωαu ≈ 1− u2
ω2α
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Around u = 0, the Taylor series of e
iωu−iuω′A1A con-
verges rapidly. One can then easily carry out (55).
Along C−3 : (0, 0)→ (0,
βh¯


















According to the Laplace method, the main contribu-
tion comes from the neighborhood of v = βh¯/2. The

























5 Time integrals for Hall mobility The time inte-



















2 + (θA2α − θ
A
α )










































[cos(s + s′)ωα − coth
βh¯ωα
2
i sin(s + s′)ωα]}).



















2 + (θA2α − θ
A1
α )














































cos s′ωα − i sin s
′ωα]}).
The topology of Fig.12(a), Fig.13(a) and Fig.12(b)























2 + (θA2α − θ
A1
α )
2 + (θA2α − θ
A3
α )





























































































′′)− i sinωα(s− s
′′)]}).
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The topology of Fig.12(c) and Fig.12(d) are the




























2 + (θA2α − θ
A3
α )
































































































′′) + i sinωα(s− s
′′)]}).
The topology of Fig.13(b), Fig.13(c) and Fig.13(d)




















































































































cos sωα− i sin sωα]}.
6 Potential energy partition For extended states,























The eigenvectors ξB and eigenvalues EB of h
0
e are
taken as those of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. To
make partition (63,64) work, one needs: (1) he−ph does
not change the gross feature of the phonon spectrum
and the normal modes; (2) the changes in the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of h0e caused by he−ph are
small.
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Because the wave function of a localized state is con-
fined in a finite region, the e-ph interaction from the





v ) ≈ ∑
p/∈DA1
U(r−Rp). (66)
In partition (65), the zero-order Hamiltonian for lo-









Denote the lowest eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenvector of h0A1
as EA1 and φA1 , using stationary
























is the e-ph coupling for the pthA1 vibrational degree
of freedom. Here ∂U/∂XpA1
is the derivative of the
single-electron potential energy U respect to the pthA1
nuclear degree of freedom.






















One can easily estimate the RHS of Eqs.(70,71), the
total e-ph interaction energy for a localized state φA1 .
The number of atoms inside DA1 is (ξ/d)
3, where ξ




−1(Z∗e2/d)(ξ/d)(av/d). The attractive en-
ergy between a nucleus in DA2 and the carrier in DA1
is∼ (4πǫ0)
−1Z∗e2/R12, where R12 is the distance be-




−1Z∗e2/R12, so that (70) is sat-
isfied. The LHS of (71) is
(ξ/L)3/2(ξ/d)(4πǫ0)
−1Z∗e2/d, where Z∗ is typical
effective nuclear charge, L is the linear size of sample.
For a well-localized state ξ << L, and factor (ξ/L)3/2
assures that condition (71) is satisfied. Since parti-
tion (65) includes polaron as an example, we can also
apply the present ansatz to obtain the polaron states
from first principles by computing the static displace-
ments caused by e-ph interaction.
7 Scenario for simulation We describe how to
implement the present method in ab inito code. For
an amorphous semiconductor, using a super-cell
structural model, one first calculates the eigenvectors
{φ0C} and eigenvalues {E
0
C} of Kohn-Sham Hamilto-
nian he at Γ point. From the vibrational Hamiltonian
hv or dynamical matrix, one can obtain vibrational
spectrum {ωα} and eigenvectors {∆mα}.
For a given state φ0C, the electron-vibration cou-





2∂U/∂Xp , p = 1, 2, · · · 3N , (72)
where U is the effective single-particle potential en-






−1)mp, m = 1, 2, · · · 3N , (73)
where k−1 is the inverse matrix of the dynamical ma-
trix k. The vibrational amplitude xm of the m
th degree














where ∆mα is the minor of the determinant∣∣kik − ω2Miδik∣∣ = 0. If for some indexes x0m > xm, we
say state φ0C is a localized state φA. If none of the three
degrees of freedom of an atom satisfies x0m > xm, we
say that this atom does not belong to DA. Otherwise
we say that the atom belongs to DA. We will treat
the e-ph interaction in zeroth order together with Hv
and consider the polarization effect expressed by x0m.
The polarization effect of a localized state is like a
small polaron, but the electronic localization in AS is
caused by the static disorder in h0e rather than he−ph.
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The topological disorder contained in {Rn} is much
larger than the static displacement {x0m} induced
by e-ph interaction, the binding force caused by the
static disorder is much larger than the self-trapping
force caused by the e-ph interaction[1]. If for a state
φC, none of vibrational degrees of freedom satisfies
x0m > xm, we say this state φ
0
C is an extended state
and treat e-ph interaction as perturbation.
From {x0pA1
}, the shift θA1α of origin for the α
th
mode is then obtained[1]. With the shift in origin
{θA1α } for each localized state, the time integrals in
Sec.3 and 5 can be found numerically. The small
parameters J, J′, K′ and K for the residual interac-
tions are computed[1] by the expressions below [text
Eq.(16)]. Finally one obtains conductivity in tables
4 and 5 and Hall mobility in [text Eq.(23) and table
8]. The present results are applicable to crystalline
materials and amorphous metals if the scattering
mechanisms are only the disorder potential and the
electron-phonon interaction. Although we did not
explicitly deal with the scattering effect of the static
disorder, the scattering of Bloch waves by the disor-
der potential is already taken into account by [text,
Eq.(17)]. The reason is: the basis set {ξB} for ψ
(0),
ψ(1) and ψ(2) are solved from the Kohn-Sham Hamil-
tonian, so that ψ(0), ψ(1) and ψ(2) are fully dressed by
the disorder potential.
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In this paper, we review and substantially develop
the recently proposed ”Microscopic Response Method”,
which has been devised to compute transport coeffi-
cients and especially associated temperature dependence
in complex materials. The conductivity and Hall mobil-
ity of amorphous semiconductors and semiconducting
polymers are systematically derived, and shown to be
more practical than the Kubo formalism. The effect of
a quantized lattice (phonons) on transport coefficients is
fully included and then integrated out, providing the pri-
mary
temperature dependence for the transport coefficients.
For higher-order processes, using a diagrammatic expan-
sion, one can consistently include all important contribu-
tions to a given order and directly write out the expres-
sions of transport coefficients for various processes.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
1 Introduction The career of O. F. Sankey exempli-
fies the ideals of scientific exploration, and even adventure.
His many contributions to semiconductor, materials and
biophysics are testimony to a man of ingenuity, energy and
integrity. He has also been a rigorous but patient mentor to
many contributors to this volume, including D.A.D. This
paper on transport in complex materials is offered with af-
fection and gratitude on the occasion of his sixtieth birth-
day.
The Kubo formula1 has been used to calculate the con-
ductivity and Hall mobility of small polarons in molecu-
lar crystals[5,6,7,8,9,10]. The results obtained by differ-
ent authors are inconsistent. The reasons are: (i) the imagi-
1 In this paper the Kubo formula refers to the original treat-
ment of Kubo[1], not the subsequent approximate form of
Greenwood[2], which is discussed elsewhere[3,4].
nary time integral in the Kubo formula is complicated; and
(ii) there is no systematic way to classify various transport
processes induced by the external field and by the resid-
ual interactions. The small polaron model is inadequate
for amorphous semiconductors (AS) in two aspects: (i) the
states at the fringes of valence and conduction bands are lo-
calized by topological disorder. At moderate temperature
both localized and extended states are accessible to elec-
tronic transport processes[11]. Fig.1 is a schematic energy
spectrum of AS; (ii) A carrier in a localized state φA po-
larizes the nearby atoms: the static displacements dpA of
the atoms (pA is the index of atoms participating in local-
ized state φA) induced by the e-ph interaction is compara-
ble to or even larger than av ,the amplitude of thermal and
zero point vibrations. In contrast, the static displacements
of atoms caused by the carriers in extended states ξB are
negligible[12].
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher















L: less localized states
W: well localized states






Figure 1 Schematic energy spectrum of amorphous semi-
conductors or semiconducting polymers.
The imaginary time integral in the Kubo formula can be
avoided in the microscopic response method (MRM)[13,3,
4]. If an external perturbation on a system can be expressed
via additional terms in the Hamiltonian (a “mechanical
perturbation”[1], electromagnetic field is an example), the
microscopic response can be obtained from the continuity
equation for charge, the time-dependent Schrodinger equa-
tion and the initial conditions. The measured macroscopic
response is a coarse-grained average, and an ensemble av-
erageof the microscopic response[13]. Thus one does not
need to calculate the macroscopic response by averaging
the response operator over density matrix, and the imagi-
nary time integral is avoided[3]. The purpose of this paper
is to review the MRM and to report the full formulae for
the conductivity and Hall mobility.
The MRM is equivalent to and simpler than the Kubo
formula[3]. Because the microscopic current density in a
state is a bilinear form of the wave function of that state
connected by the current operator, each transport process
is a temporal evolution of a state under the driving force
of the external field and the residual interactions which are
time ordered in a specific way. The contribution to the mi-
croscopic current density from a process is a product of
several transition amplitudes and a connector of the cor-
responding current operator. One may visualize the trans-
port processes by a series of diagrams. The topology of
diagrams gives us a systematic classification about various
transport processes. It becomes easier to compute transport
coefficients to a given order of residual interactions.
The consequence of strong polarization was first dis-
cussed by Marcus for electron transfer in polar solvents[14]
and by Holstein for small polarons in molecular crystals[15].
Emin and others[16] have used small polaron theory to
compute transport properties for well-localized carriers.
However two related features in this model do not agree
with the nature of amorphous semiconductors: (i) elec-
tronic localization in an amorphous semiconductor is
caused by the static positional disorder rather than the
strong e-ph interaction; (ii) the localized states caused by
the geometric disorder involve several atoms rather than
one atom[17].
Miller and Abrahams studied the carrier hopping in a
doped crystalline semiconductor. They assumed that the
carriers are trapped in impurity or defect states close to
the Fermi level, and the e-ph interaction is weak.Then the
transitions between donor sites is mainly affected by the
single-phonon absorption or emission[18].
Traditionally transport theory takes the zero order
HamiltonianH0 as a sum of the vibrational partHv and the
electronic part He in the force field of fixed nuclei, and the
e-ph interactionHe−ph is viewed as a small perturbation:
H0 = He +Hvib, H = H0 +He−ph. (1)
We will use he and he−ph to denote the corresponding
single-particle quantities. If the e-ph interaction is so weak
that the static displacements of atoms induced by the e-
ph interaction is negligible compared to av , partition (1) is
reasonable. Both localized states and extended states are
eigenstates of he, He−ph is the unique residual interac-
tion and induces[19] all four possible transitions among the
eigenstates of he: (i) from a localized state to another lo-
calized state (LL), (ii) from a localized state to an extended
state (LE), (iii) from an extended state to a localized state
(EL) and (iv) from an extended state to another extended
state (EE).
Both experiments and ab initio simulations show that
in AS the e-ph interaction for the well-localized tail states
is strong (dpA & av), while the e-ph interaction for the less
localized states and for the extended states is weak [20,
21]. One has to adopt different Hamiltonian partitions for
the two situations. For a well-localized state A (we use A
with or without subscript to label a localized state), we take
hA0e = K + VA as the single-particle Hamiltonian, where
VA is the effective potential energy of the ions inside the re-
gion DA where φ0A (eigenfunction of he) is nonzero. One
can easily show that φA ≈ φ
0
A even under perturbation
he−ph, where φA is the ground state of hA0e [12]. The zero
order Hamiltonian is h0 = hA0e + (Hv + he−ph). The at-
traction from other nuclei outside DA is taken as a pertur-
bation. In this partition, LL and LE transitions are caused
by the transfer integrals[12], cf. Sec.6 of Ref.[22]. For an
extended state ξB (we use B with or without subscript to
label an extended state), the zero order Hamiltonian was
taken as hB = he+Hv, he−ph is the perturbation. EL and
EE transitions are caused by the e-ph interactions[12].
In this paper, we apply the MRM to compute the con-
ductivity and Hall mobility in amorphous semiconductors.
In Sec.2, the measured macroscopic response is obtained
by taking a spatial and ensemble average over the micro-
scopic current density. The required input is the many-body
wave functionΨ ′(t) of N electron +N nuclei in an external
field. By means of the single-electron approximation and
the harmonic approximation for vibration, in Sec.3, one
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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can use a simplified many-body wave function ψ′(t) to ex-
press the spatial averaged current density, ψ′(t) describes
the motion of single electron in coupling with the nuclear
vibrations. Expanding ψ′(t) with localized and extended
states, the evolution equations of the transition amplitudes
can be derived from the time-dependent Schrodinger equa-
tion. It is convenient to compute the transition amplitudes
in normal coordinate representation. In Sec.4, we outline
how to obtain ψ′(t) to required order in residual interac-
tions and in external field. In Sec.5, we compute the con-
ductivity from both localized and extended states. With
the help of a systematic diagrammatic perturbation expan-
sion, one can determine conductivity to any order in ex-
ternal field and small parameters of residual interactions.
We point out why some important contributions have been
missed in previous calculations of small polarons based on
the Kubo formula. The non-diagonal conductivity needed
for Hall mobility is calculated in Sec.6. To describe the
Hall effect, one has to expand the current density to the
2nd order in the external field: one order is electric field,
another is magnetic field. The MRM shows that: (i) there
is a new type of term in the current density; (2) there is
an intrinsic interference effect between electric field and
magnetic field. A new type temperature dependence is pre-
dicted. In the MRM, the atomic vibrations are described
by quantum mechanics, the results obtained are correct for
any temperature.
2 Macroscopic current density Consider an amor-
phous semiconductor, withN electrons andN nuclei in an
electromagnetic field described by potentials (A, φ). De-
note the coordinates of the N electrons as r1, r2, · · · , rN ,
the coordinates of N nuclei as W1,W2, · · · ,WN . The
state Ψ ′(t) of the system is determined by the Schro¨dinger
equation
i~∂Ψ ′/∂t = H ′Ψ ′, (2)
where H ′ = H +Hfm is the total Hamiltonian, H is the
Hamiltonian of system,Hfm is the field-matter interaction.
The arguments of Ψ ′ are (r1, · · · , rN ;W1, · · · ,WN ; t).
In this work, we focus on the transport coefficients far be-
low the frequency of infrared radiation. The direct contri-
butions from nuclei will not be written out. For an ac field
with higher frequency, especially in the infrared range, one
has to take into account the direct contribution of the mo-
tion of atoms.




(r; t) = −
e2
m






′∗ − Ψ ′∗∇rΨ
′),
where n′(r; t) = N
∫
dτ ′Ψ ′∗Ψ ′ is the carrier density in
state Ψ ′(t), dτ ′ = dr2 · · · drNdW1 · · · dWN , the argu-
ments of Ψ ′ in Eq.(3) are (r, r2, · · · , rN ;W1 · · ·WN ; t).
The first term of Eq.(3) expresses the oscillation of ‘free
electrons’. Comparing to the second term, its contribution
to transport coefficients is negligible[23]. We will not dis-
cuss it further.
By averaging over a ‘physical infinitesimal’ volume
element[1,24] Ωs around point s, the coarse-grained cur-
rent density j˜Ψ ′ is :
j˜Ψ
′







α (r, t), α = x, y, z. (4)
For a mechanical perturbation, state Ψ ′(t) is determined by
the initial condition Ψ ′(−∞). Because one does not know
what state the system was initially in, one must average
j˜Ψ
′
α over all possible Ψ ′(−∞) to compute the measured






α (s, t), (5)
where P [Ψ ′(−∞)] is the probability that the system is
in state Ψ ′(−∞) before the external field is adiabatically
introduced. P [Ψ ′(−∞)] depends only on the energy of
state Ψ ′(−∞), and may be taken to be the canonical
distribution[13,3].
3 Harmonic approximation and single-electron
approximation In the solid state, Wn = Rn + un,
where Rn = (X3(n−1)+1, X3(n−1)+2, X3n) and
un = (x3(n−1)+1, x3(n−1)+2, x3n) are the equilibrium po-
sition vector and the vibrational displacement vector of the
nth nucleus respectively. In the harmonic approximation,
















where (kij) is the matrix of force constants.
Because in AS the correlation between electrons is
weak, one can use the single-electron approximation to
Ψ ′(t). The arguments of the simplified single electron wave
functionψ′(t) include only the single electronic coordinate
and the vibrational coordinates of nuclei. The state ψ′ of a
carrier in an external field satisfies:
i~∂ψ′/∂t = h′ψ′(r, {xj}, t), (7)
where r is the coordinate of the carrier. h′ = h + hfm
is the Hamiltonian of [system + external field]. In gauge
∇ ·A(r, t) = 0,
hfm = (i~e/m)A(r) ·∇r+e
2A2(r)/(2m)+eφ(r), (8)
is the coupling between the carrier and the external field.









U(r−Rn − un), (9)
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is the electronic Hamiltonian.U(r−Rn−un) is the effec-
tive potential energy between the electron at r and the nth
nucleus. Denote the 3N vibrational degrees of freedom as
{xj , j = 1, 2, · · · , 3N}, then the spatially averaged cur-

















4 Evolution equation in external field The prime
ingredient required for the conductivity and Hall mobility
is the single particle state ψ′(t) of the system in an external
field[13]. To findψ′(t), we expand it using the approximate








where the arguments of ψ′ are (r;x1, x2, · · · , x3N ), aA(t)
is the probability amplitude at time t that the carrier is in
a localized state φA while the vibrational displacements of
N nuclei are x1, x2, · · · , x3N . Here, bB(t) is the proba-
bility amplitude at time t that the carrier is in an extended
state ξB while the vibrational displacements of N nuclei
are x1, x2, · · · , x3N . If the external field is not too strong,
it is convenient to put the change in ψ′ caused by external
field into the probability amplitudes rather than in the zero-
order eigenstates. Substituting Eq.(11) into Eq.(7), the time




























J totA1A = JA1A+J
field
A1A

















hA1 = Hv + EA1 , hB1 = Hv + EB1 , (16)






Rp)φA causes a transition from localized state φA







U(r − Rp)φA induces a transition from
localized state φA to an extended state ξB1 . The e-ph in-




j xj(∂U/∂xj)ξB causes a
transition from extended state ξB to localized state φA1 .





induces a transition from extended state ξB to another ex-





drφ∗A1hfmφA is the coupling
between two localized states φA and φA1 caused by exter-
nal field, etc.
The microscopic response is expressed by the state
ψ′(t) of [system + external field]. We replace the second
line of Eq.(10) with (ψ′∇rψ′∗ − ψ′∗∇rψ′) − (ψ∇rψ∗ −
ψ∗∇rψ), where ψ(r, {xj}, t) satisfies i~∂ψ/∂t = hψ,
is the state of system without external field. (ψ∇rψ∗ −
ψ∗∇rψ) represents the microscopic current density when
no external field is applied to the system. For carriers in lo-
calized states and in extended states (scattered by static dis-
order), the contribution to the coarse-grained current den-
sity j˜ψ′ from (ψ∇rψ∗−ψ∗∇rψ) is zero. The spatially av-


















+ Im(ψ(0)∇ψ(2)∗ − ψ(2)∗∇ψ(0) + ψ(1)∇ψ(1)∗)},
where ψ(1) is the change in state to first order in field, and
ψ(2) is the change in state to second order in field. ψ(0)
is the state of carrier at time t without an external field.
Hereafter, the superscripts (0), (1) and (2) on ψ indicate
the order of external field, the order of residual interactions
will be denoted as subscripts. For example ψ(1)J represents
the change in state to first order of external field and to first
order of J . If not explicitly stated, we understand that ψ(0),
ψ(1) and ψ(2) are fully dressed by the residual interactions
J , J ′, K ′ and K .
Unlike the nearly free carriers in crystalline materi-
als or the extended states of an amorphous semiconduc-
tor, the carriers in localized states cannot be accelerated
by an external electric field. Because the force produced
by the external field is much weaker than the binding force
from static disorder, the quantum tunneling probability[25]
Γ = exp{−4(2m)1/2ε
3/2
b /(3~eE)} produced by an ex-
ternal field is negligible, where εb is the binding energy
produced by static disorder. In addition, for a field of 105
V·cm−1 and a typical distance 10A˚ between two neighbor-
ing localized states, the upper limit of the transition mo-
ment is 0.01eV, the same order as J and J ′. Denote S as
one of the small parameters J, J ′, K ′, K from the resid-
ual interactions. One must calculate ψ(0)(t), ψ(1)(t) and
ψ(2)(t) to order S0 and S1 and keep all possible order S0
and S1 contributions in current density j.
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To find ψ′(t), it is convenient to transform the vi-
brational displacements {x} of the atoms into normal
coordinates {Θ}[12]. We expand probability amplitude












where CA1(· · ·N ′α · · · ; t) is the probability amplitude at
moment t that the electron is in localized state φA1 while
the vibrational state of the nuclei is characterized by oc-
cupation number {N ′α, α = 1, 2, · · · , 3N} in each mode.
Similarly, we expand bB1(· · ·Θα · · · ; t) with the eigen-












Eqs.(12,13) become the evolution equations for CA and
FB . Using perturbation theory, one can find the probability
amplitudes CA and FB to any order of field for any initial
conditions. Substitute CA and FB into Eqs.(18,19), and
one obtains the probability amplitudes aA and bB in the
normal coordinate representation. Substituting aA and bB
back to Eq.(11), one determines the state ψ′(t) of system in
an external field. The results are listed in Sec.1 of Ref.[22].

























































5 Conductivity For the conductivity, one needs only
the first term in Eq.(17). To order S0 and S1, all possible
contributions to j are classified in Table 1. If the initial state
is a localized state φA, the expression for j can be found by
substituting the corresponding ψ(0)(t) and ψ(1)(t) into the
first term in Eq.(17). There are 14 processes contributing to
conductivity. This can be understood as following. There
are three terms in ψ(0): (1) the free evolution of state φA
without external field and residual interactions; (2) J takes
φA to another localized state; and (3) J ′ takes localized
state φA to an extended state. As indicated in Eqs.(12,13),
e-ph interactions K and K ′ do not couple a localized state
to any other state. There are two order S0 terms in ψ(1):
the external field can bring φA to either another localized
state or an extended state. There are 8 order S1 terms in
ψ(1), they differ in the time ordering of the residual in-
teraction S and external field. The current density operator
(ψ(0)∇rψ
(1)∗−ψ(1)∗∇rψ
(0)) links all components of ψ(0)
to all components of ψ(1)∗.
a) b)
Figure 2 Lowest order processes contributing to conduc-
tivity. Initial state is localized state φA: order J0 and [J ′]0
contributions to conductivity (see text).
a) b) c) d)
Figure 3 Initial state is localized state φA: order J1 and
order [J ′]1 contributions to conductivity.
a) b) c) d)
Figure 4 Initial state is localized state φA: order [J ′]1 and
order J1 contributions to conductivity
a) b) c) d)
Figure 5 Initial state is localized state φA: order [J ′]1, K ′
and K contributions to conductivity
We may use diagrams to visualize the 14 processes
(cf. Fig.2-5). The expression for the current density
Eqs.(17,5) and the perturbative solution of Eqs.(12,13)
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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suggest some rules to write out the contribution to j for
any process. ψ(0)(t) and ψ(1)(t) are two ingredients of
j. In Eqs.(11,18,19), ψ(0)(t) and ψ(1)(t) are expanded
with the eigenfunctions of hA0e + hA and of h0e + hB .
The expansion coefficients are transition amplitudes
from a given initial state. The current density operator
(ψ(0)∇rψ
(1)∗ − ψ(1)∗∇rψ
(0)) links one component of
ψ(0) to one component of ψ(1)∗ (connector). Thus j is a
sum of many terms, each term is a product of a connec-
tor and one or several transition amplitude(s). We draw a
wavy line from one component of ψ(0) to one component




fore the microscopic current density, cf. the second to the
fifth lines of Table 2. Because ψ(0) appears in j, the free
evolution ψ(0)S0 (t) of the initial state or one of two final
components in ψ(0)S1 (t) will appear in j. We use a solid
arrow line upward (top right or top left) to express the
transition amplitude in ψ(0)S1 (t) caused by one of residual
interactions: the arrow points from initial state to final
state. For a process in which ψ(1)∗S0 appears in j, the com-
plex conjugate (cc) of the transition amplitude(s) in ψ(1)S0 (t)
will appear. We draw a solid arrow line downward (lower
right or lower left) to express the cc caused by an external
field: the arrow points from the initial state to the final
state, see Table 3. For a process in which ψ(1)∗S1 appears in
j, the cc of two transition amplitudes in ψ(1)S1 (t) will appear.
We draw two successive solid arrow lines downward, one
represents the cc of the transition amplitudes caused by
an external field, another expresses the cc of the transition
amplitudes caused by a residual interaction, see Table 3.
By retaining only order S0 and S1 terms in j, Fig.2- 5
describes all possible combinations. The two processes in
Fig.2a result from ψ(0)S0 and ψ
(1)∗
S0 . The four processes in
Fig.3 result from ψ(0)S1 and ψ
(1)∗
S0 . The 8 processes in Fig. 4
and 5 result from ψ(0)S0 and ψ
(1)∗
S1 .
With the help of the diagrammatic rules listed in tables
2 and 3, one can easily write out the corresponding macro-
scopic current density for each conduction processes. Tak-












































































where P (Nα) = exp[−β(Nα+1/2)~ωα]/Zα is the prob-




exp(−β(Nα + 1/2)~ωα). The second and
third lines come from current operator, cf. the second line
of table 2. The fourth line of Eq.(20) is the transition am-
plitude induced by the transfer integral J, cf. the sixth
line of table 3. The fifth line of Eq.(20) is the cc of the
transition amplitude induced by the external field, cf. the
second line of table 3. Because we transformed the vi-
brational displacements {xj} to normal coordinates {θα},





dxj ] in Eq.(17) be-












〉. Because A1 is the final state of the LL
transition induced by the transfer integral J, A3 is the fi-
nal state of the LL transition induced by the external field,
states A1 and A3 must not be occupied: one has factors
[1− f(EA3)] and [1− f(EA3)]. According to perturbation
theory, one should (1) sum over all intermediate states; (2)
sum over all the components of the final state. Because we
don’t know what the initial state is, we average over all
possible initial states. At t = −∞, the external field and
various residual interactions (J, J, K and K ′) are not yet
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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turned on, and the system is in equilibrium. The probabil-
ities of |A · · ·Nα · · · 〉 is f(EA)
∏
α
P (Nα). The first sum
comes from averaging over various initial states, the sec-
ond sum comes from summing over the component of final
state resulted from transfer integral, the third sum comes
from summing over the component of final state caused by
external field. The first factor in come from Eq.(17). One
can similarly find the expressions of macroscopic density
for other conduction processes.
In an electric field E = E0 cosωt, the real part of
conductivity tensor Reσαβ can be extracted from the com-
ponent of jα =
∑
β σαβEβ with time factor cosωt, the
imaginary part Imσαβ is extracted from jα with time fac-
tor sinωt. For the conduction processes in which the ini-
tial state is a localized state, the expressions of Reσαβ(ω)
and Imσαβ(ω) (α, β = x, y, z) are given in table 4, the
real part takes the upper sign, the imaginary part takes the






















etc to denote the matrix elements of velocity operator be-






dθα], i.e. the sum over fi-
nal phonon states and averaging over initial phonon state
can be carried out for all the contributions to the current
densityj. The vibrational part of the current density j for
each process becomes a time integral, cf. Sec.2 of Ref.[22].
The time integrals Is, Qs and Ss are functions of tempera-
ture T and the frequency ω of the external field, are listed
in in Sec.3.1 of Ref.[22]. Reσαβ(ω) and Imσαβ(ω) sat-
isfy the Kramers-Kronig relation, The reason that we list
both of them is to show that (1) they are symmetric about
the positive and negative frequency time integrals and (2)
Imσαβ(0) = 0.
The conductivity from LL transitions[13] derives from
the processes depicted in Fig. 2a, 3a, 4a and 4b. For small
polarons, the Kubo formula was used in both Ref.[5] and
Ref.[7] to obtain the second and fourth terms in table 4,
but not the eighth and ninth terms. The reason is the fol-
lowing. If one views both J and Jfield as small param-
eters, the eighth and ninth terms in table 4 result from a
second order change in state, one in J and one in Jfield.
To obtain conductivity in Kubo formulation, the change in
the density matrix of system is computed to first order in
external field. By substituting this first order change into
the macroscopic current density, one obtains the conduc-
tivity by factoring out the external field[1]. In this way, the
new combinations of J and Jfield (Fig.4a and 4b) are ex-
cluded. In the present work, we apply linear response to
external field at the last step, so that there are various com-
binations between S and Jfield. From Eqs.(21, 25,27) of
Ref.[22], we see that the (ω, T ) dependence of the fourth
term is different from those of the eighth and ninth terms
in table 4. It will be interesting to see if new features of the
eighth and ninth terms can be observed experimentally.
If the initial state is an extended state ξB , substituting
the corresponding ψ(0)(t) and ψ(1)(t) into the first term
of Eq.(17), one can similarly derive the corresponding re-
lation between the contribution to j and the diagram of a
conduction process, see tables 2 and 3. There are 14 pro-
cesses contributing to the conductivity, cf. Fig.6-9. How-
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ever three order K1 EE transition processes (Fig.7d, 9c, 9d)
are zero due to the e-ph interaction selection rule. For pro-
cesses involving only extended states, order K2 processes
are the first nonzero contributions. The first term in Eq.(17)
indicates there are 4 such terms (Fig.10). Thus if the initial
state is an extended state ξB , to lowest order self-consistent
approximation, there are 15 conduction processes. The cor-
responding expressions for conductivity are listed in table
5. The time integrals are given in Sec. 3.2 of Ref.[22].
For EE transition, the order K1 contributions to con-
duction are zero (Fig.7d, 9c, 9d), so that one has to take into
account order K2 contribution (Fig.10a, 10b, 10c, 10d).
The time integrals are given in Sec. 3.3 of Ref.[22]. The
conductivity from the pure EE transitions derives from the
second (Fig.6b: carriers are scattering by the static dis-
order), and the thirteenth to the sixteenth terms (Fig.10:
the carriers in extended states are inelastically scattered by
phonons) in table 5. This is consistent with the Boltzmann
theory: in the lowest order approximation, the scattering
probability is second order in the e-ph coupling constantK
while the distribution function f (0) is order K0 (the non-
interacting elementary excitations)[26]. Thus the collision
integral is proportional to K2 and the change f (1) in dis-
tribution function and the resulting conductivity is propor-
tional to K2.
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The expression for the conductivity is a sum of 29
terms listed in tables 4 and 5.

















































6 Hall mobility If an amorphous semiconductor is
placed in an external magnetic field, the conductivity is
still defined through the current density jα =
∑
β σαβEβ .
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a) b)
Figure 6 Initial state is extended state ξB: order [K ′]0 and
order K0 contributions to conductivity
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 7 Initial state is extended state ξB: order [K ′]1 and
order K1 contributions to conductivity
a) b) c) d)
Figure 8 Initial state is extended state ξB: orderK ′, [J ′]1
and order J1 contributions to conductivity
If we apply a static electric field along the x direction and a
static magnetic field along the z direction, the Hall voltage
is along the y direction and proportional to both Bz and
Ex. Amorphous semiconductors are isotropic, and the Hall




a) b) c) d)
Figure 9 Initial state is extended state ξB: order [K ′]1 and
order K1 contributions to conductivity
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 10 Initial state is extended state ξB: orderK2 con-
tribution to conductivity
The non-diagonal conductivity in a magnetic field is de-
scribed by the second term of Eq.(17).
In general, both the carriers in localized states and
carriers in extended states contribute to the Hall effect.
There are too many terms in the full expression for non-
diagonal conductivity to reproduce here. We restrict our-
selves to the LL transitions. This is a reasonable approxi-
mation for intrinsic and lightly-doped amorphous semicon-
ductors, where carriers in extended states are rare. At the
end of this Section, we will indicate how to obtain the full
expression of Hall mobility.
By substituting the corresponding ψ(0), ψ(1) and ψ(2)
into the second term of Eq.(17), one finds the current
density in a magnetic field and an electric field. Various
contributions may be visualized by diagrams as for the
conductivity: the transition amplitudes in Table 3 are still
applicable. The expression for the two components con-
nected by the current operator (ψ(0)∇ψ(2)∗−ψ(2)∗∇ψ(0))
is the same as that for two components connected by
(ψ(0)∇ψ(1)∗ − ψ(1)∗∇ψ(0)) in the ordinary conductiv-
ity. We still use a wavy line to depict such a expression:
it points from one component of ψ(0) to one component
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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of ψ(2)∗. There is one order J0 process and four order
J1 processes. In Table 7 we list the contributions from
(ψ(0)∇ψ(2)∗ − ψ(2)∗∇ψ(0)). If we exchange ψ(0) and
ψ(2)∗, the current density changes sign. The new contribu-
tion to current density from ψ(1)∇ψ(1)∗ does not include
this exchange antisymmetry. We represent it by a dashed
arrow line, cf. the last line of table 2. The dashed arrow
line points from one component in ψ(1) to one component
in ψ(1)∗. There is one order J0 process and four order J1
processes. We list the contributions from ψ(1)∇ψ(1)∗ in
Table 6. Order J0 contributions are illustrated in Fig.11.
Order J contributions are illustrated in Fig.12 and Fig.13.
In the symmetric gauge A = 12B × r, the coupling be-















is the matrix element of the z component of electronic or-
bital angular momentum. To compute the Hall mobility,
we require only the terms which are proportional toBzEx.
For example in (JfieldA3A2)
∗(JfieldA2A1)
∗






















One can extract σyx from jy . The corresponding ex-
pressions for various processes are given in table 8. The
time integrals U , U ′, Z , Z ′ and Y are given in Sec.5 of
Ref.[22], they are functions of temperature T . The non-
diagonal conductivity σyx is a sum of 10 terms listed in
table 8. In the previous theory of the Hall effect[6,7,8],
researchers introduced magnetic field dependent Wannier
functions as the basis and expanded the magnetic field de-
pendent phase in the final step. Such a method excludes
the interference between the transition amplitudes caused
by electric field and magnetic field. In the present work, we
treat electric field and magnetic field on the same footing.
a) b) c) d)
























a) b) c) d)



















A mixing similar to Eq.(25) appears in each term of table
8. In the application of Kubo formula[6,7,8], Fig.11b, 12,
13b, 13c, 13d are excluded. These new terms are of the
same order as Fig.11a and 13a, but the temperature depen-
dence are different. To check the existence of these new
term, it requires more experimental data points[13].
The full Hall effect from the carriers in localized states
and in extended states can be found by eventually chang-
ing the states from A to B, and correspondingly changing
the residual interaction and the transition amplitudes. For
example there are 7 more diagrams for each diagram in
Fig.13. Using tables 2 and 3, one can easily write out the
expressions for each diagram[13].
7 Conclusion The microscopic response method[13,
3,4] is applied to systematically estimate the conductivity
(tables 4 and 5) and Hall coefficient (table 8 and Eq.(23))
in amorphous semiconductors. A diagrammatic represen-
tation of transport coefficients is introduced by inspecting
the structure of the observed current density and the per-
turbation expansion of wave function about small param-
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eters and about external field. From the topology of the
diagrams, one can easily write down various contributions
for a transport coefficient to a given order of small parame-
ters. This is helpful for higher order processes. Comparing
to the Kubo formula, all important conduction processes
can be easily taken into account by the diagrammatic rules
in tables 2 amd 3. Impressive advances have been made
for computing transport properties from first principles us-
ing the Keldysh formalism[27,28,29]. The present method
is complementary to that work as a means of computing
temperature dependence of the transport coefficients rather
than I-V curves.
The present work has two obvious advantages over the
thermal average method of classical MD: (i) the vibrations
of atoms are described by quantum mechanics, the results
obtained are valid for arbitrary temperature (at least for
which the harmonic approximation is valid), whereas the
results of MD are correct only above the Debye temper-
ature of a material; (ii) In the expressions for conductiv-
ity and Hall mobility, the e-ph interaction is already inte-
grated out. To calculate the transport coefficients at a given
temperature, one only needs the eigenvectors and eigen-
values of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the dynamical
matrix for one configuration. One does not need to com-
pute the time-consuming MD trajectory or worry about
proper equilibration. The method is ideally suited for ab
initio simulation and is in the process of numerical imple-
mentation.
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